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At Trolleybus, we specialize in land acquisition and real 
estate development that is inspired by, and focused on, the 
identification of unrealized potential.  Our knowledgeable 
and highly experienced cross functional team have the 
ability to navigate the risks, complexities and challenges of 
land assembly that ultimately cultivates into viable urban 
projects.

Through our management of our own capital resources, 
municipal planning expertise, and deal structuring – 
Trolleybus prides itself on their ability to fund this process 
through to rezoning and ultimate collaboration with our 
builder partners.  This allows builders to integrate with us 
at the most optimal stage of land development.

To learn more about Trolleybus and how we can align
 with your growth objectives visit us at 
www.trolleybusdevelopment.com

IDENTIFYING POSSIBILITY. 
FOSTERING URBAN GROWTH.
PARTNERING WITH BUILDERS.

TROLLEYBUS CREATES URBAN COMMUNITIES.
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INTRODUCTION
Bullpen Research & Consulting Inc. (Bullpen), a 
residential market research and advisory firm, and 
Batory Management (Batory), a land-use planning 
and project management firm, have teamed up to 
review and provide projections on Greater Toronto 
Area (GTA) high-density land sales on a quarterly 
basis. 

For a selection of land transactions, we present the 
active development application, or Batory makes 
an assumption as to the potential development 
project that is likely to be proposed/approved at the 
site based on neighbourhood precedence and the 
existing planning framework. If the project has not 
actively launched for sale, Bullpen will estimate the 
overall revenue for the project on an average price 
per-square-foot (psf) basis. This estimate is based 
on market comparables, the projected height, the 
unit count, and other identifiable attributes.

If the parcel of land sold is part of, or potentially 
part of a future land assembly, the projected gross 
floor area (GFA) for the overall development will 
be prorated based on the current quarter’s lot size 
in relation to the overall assembled development 
site. For example, if a 0.5 acre property sells in the 
current quarter for $10 million, and an apartment 
with 250,000 sf of GFA is proposed on the total 
assembled 1 acre site, Bullpen would apply half of 
the total GFA (250,000 x 50% = 125,000 sf) to the 
sales price to get $80 per-buildable-sf. 

In the event that the land parcel trading is an 
additional property to be added to an existing 
assembly where a residential development 
application has already been submitted, this will 
be considered a pre-application project under its 
planning status. 



GTA High-Density Land Sales in Q1-2020
In Q1-2020, Bullpen and Batory reviewed 39 Greater Toronto Area land transactions that were 
identified as having future development potential as a condominium or rental apartment. The average 
estimated sales price of those lands was $103 per-buildable-sf. Bullpen estimated residential 
condominium apartments at those projects could sell their units at an overall average price of 
approximately $967 psf at the time of the land sale, which indicates that developers paid for land 
at about 11% of expected revenue in the first quarter (10% when using a straight average of the 
individual land-to-revenue ratios). 

Q1-20: $103 per-buildable-sf 

Historical Land Sale Data
GTA Overall
Figure 1 looks at historical average and median high-density land sale data in the Greater Toronto 
Area (GTA) by quarter since Q4-2017 using estimated and unrevised figures from previous Land 
Insights Reports. The top portion of the chart shows the estimated average high-density land price 
per-buildable-sf (pbsf) in the GTA, with the bottom portion showing the median land price. 
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The average land price declined both on a quarterly and annual basis, from $111 per-buildable-sf and 
$119 per-buildable-sf, respectively. The median land price of $88 per-buildable-sf was down annually, 
but up quarter-over-quarter. There were fewer transactions in prime “A” markets in Q1-2020, and 
more in secondary markets, which pulled the average land price down. 

However, it should be noted that these are very small sample sizes and include transactions in very 
different locations, in various stages of entitlement, with very different risk profiles. The blending of 
data at a GTA level doesn’t provide a lot of value on a quarterly basis given the limited number of 
trades and hugely diverse transactions from a geographic perspective.

416 vs 905
Figure 2 presents data on the City of Toronto (416 area code) and the suburban GTA markets (905 
area code) high-density redevelopment land market. The average land price per-buildable-sf in the 
416 area was $117 in the first quarter of 2020, which was down both quarterly and annually (-13% 
y/y). The 905 high-density lands sold for $68 per-buildable-sf (pbsf) on average in Q1-2020, up from 
$67 pbsf in Q4-2019 and $61 pbsf in Q1-2018 (+13% y/y). 

In each Land Insight Report, Bullpen Consulting reviews the current market conditions and 
competitive landscape surrounding each of the land sales and comes up with an overall average 
price per-square-foot that a condominium apartment might sell for if it was on the market today. 

This is done to try to establish a “Land-to-Revenue Ratio” that can be tracked over time. How much 
will developers or other high-density land purchasers pay for property in relation to the going market 
rate, and how does that rate change based on location?
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In the 416 area in Q1-2020, the average purchaser paid for land at 11% of estimated revenue, 
unchanged from the fourth quarter of 2019. In the 905 area, purchasers paid for land at 7% of 
revenue, down from 9% in Q4-2019. 

The dashed lines show that the land-to-revenue ratio is trending downward in the 416, which may 
be due to rising construction costs, rising development charges, and potentially higher risk given 
how quickly new condo prices have accelerated. Alternatively, there have been more transactions in 
the ‘outer 416’ markets like Scarborough and Etobicoke, where there has typically been less upside 
revenue potential. Developers pay less for land based if they assume revenue growth will be lower in 
that specific location or community.

Breakdown by Municipality
Figure 3 presents data on the average price of high-density transactions by municipality, with the 
average price per-buildable-sf from Q1-2020 shown in the map on the left hand side, and the first 
quarter land prices over the last three years on the right hand side. 

The average land price in the former City of Toronto (pre-amalgamation) was $150 per-buildable-sf in 
the first quarter, down from $161 in Q1-2019. There were six transactions in the former City of North 
York in Q1-2020 at an average price of $96 pbsf, which is also down annually from $99 in the first 
quarter of last year. There were five transactions in the former City of Scarborough in Q1-2020 at $44 
per-buildable-sf, compared to $50 for the same period in 2019. 

Developers paid for land in the first quarter at 13% of revenue in old Toronto, 10% in North York, and 
6% in Scarborough.
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Individual Transactions in Q1-2020 by 
Neighbourhood 
Figure 4 presents a breakdown of the Q1-2020 high-density land transactions by neighbourhood, 
which includes our assumptions and forecasts on what will be approved and offered for sale at the 
properties that changed hands. It must always be kept in mind that a signed deal/agreement on the 
land sale price may have been struck several months (in rare occurrences, years) before the actual 
closing date. 

The 39 land sales in the first quarter of 2019 had an average size of 1.2 acres, with the potential 
apartment projects having an average height of 18-storeys. The average project will have 303,000 
sf of GFA, however, it must be kept in mind that the transactions in Q1-2020 might be only part of a 
larger assembly, and only the prorated amount of square footage is applied to the sales price. 

The average property sold for about $21 million or $103 per-buildable-sf (straight average), with a 
weighted average of just $69 per-buildable-sf. The average of the individual land-to-revenue ratios 
equals 10%.
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Spatial Distribution of High-Density 
Land Sales
Figure 5 maps the first quarter land sales in Toronto only, showing the transaction prices on a per-
buildable-sf foot basis based on clusters of activity. The land sales range from a low of $18 per-
buildable-sf in Scarborough to a high of $282 psf in Toronto’s downtown west area. As a reminder, 
Bullpen and Batory have not contacted the purchasers, and the transactions may be part of a larger 
assembly which can dramatically impact the price paid for any individual parcel within that larger 
development site. 
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Per-Buildable-SF Values by Building 
Type, Lots Size and Planning Status by 
Area Code 
One of the most important factors to consider when analyzing land sales with high-density 
development potential is where the property is within the planning approvals process. In this report, 
the entitlement process is broken down into three categories: Pre-Application, Zoning Submitted, 
and Zoning Approved. Generally speaking, this report considers a development approved if it has an 
Official Plan and Zoning By-Law approvals in place. 

Secondly, land prices differ significantly based on whether the property is suitable for a mid-rise 
versus a high-rise apartment. 

Thirdly, land prices per-buildable-sf tend to decline the larger the property is, due to the higher price 
of the site, in addition to the greater risk and carry cost of future phases. 

Figure 6 presents average per-buildable-sf land prices broken down by the three categories 
discussed above for the ‘416 Area’ and the ‘905 Area’ (City of Toronto and the suburbs). 
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Many of the sites that trade under the Zoning Submitted category are actually pretty far along in the 
planning process and approvals are a formality, which can partially explain why in both 2018 and 
2019, that category had a higher land price per-buildable-sf than Approved lands. 

Interestingly, in Q1-2020 in the 416 Area, all of the average land prices by planning status were lower 
than the overall 2019 total, while the opposite was the case in the 905 Area. 

As mentioned in previous reports, these are small sample sizes and subject to significant quarterly 
volatility, and annual trends are much more useful. In 2019, Pre-Application sites in the 416 
increased by 7%, Zoning Submitted sites increased by 6%, and Approved sites increased by 12%.

Land-to-Revenue Ratio by Planning 
Status in the Former City of Toronto
Bullpen and Batory wanted to establish a benchmark ratio to evaluate what developers are willing 
to pay for land in relationship to the going rate for new condominium apartments. As mentioned 
earlier, the land price per-buildable-sf is divided by Bullpen’s estimate of the market rate for new 
condominium units in that location (the actual price is used if the project has already launched for 
sale). 

Figure 7 looks at transactions in the former City of Toronto only by quarter and planning status from 
Q4-2017 to the first quarter of 2020. The chart shows the median land-to-revenue ratio with the 
median land price per-buildable-sf also marked. 



In Q1-2020, there were no sites that traded with full approvals in place in the former City, and overall 
developers paid for land at about 11% of revenue at a median price of $147 per-buildable-sf. 

There is no discernible pattern in the data, and looking at the data overall by planning status over the 
last 10 quarters shows that the median land-to-revenue ratio for Pre-Application sites is 14% (avg: 
15%) with a median land price of $148 per-buildable-sf. For Zoning Submitted sites, the median 
land-to-revenue ratio is 13% (avg: 14%) at a land price per-buildable-sf of $157, for Zoning Approved 
sites, the median and average land-to-revenue ratio is 14% at a median land price of $141 per-
buildable-sf. 

The aggregate data doesn’t show what would be expected, that a developer would most likely pay 
more on average for Approved sites because of reduced entitlement risk, which would result in a 
higher land-to-revenue ratio. However, less value is placed on approvals if a developer thinks they 
can get more density (at the approved site or another pre-application site) and recent changes to the 
LPAT/OMB process may have shifted some of that sentiment. 

That said, the most likely explanation is the sample size is still too small, and the wide range 
of locations and building types proposed doesn’t result in an apples-to-apples comparison of 
transactions by planning status in Toronto.



Number of Land Transactions by 
Future Building Height
There is always a big media focus on tall towers, but most of the new condominium and rental 
apartment buildings constructed over the past 10 years are not 50-storeys or larger. Figure 8 looks 
at the proposed or estimated heights for the high-density lands transacted from the start of 2019 to 
the end of Q1-2020 in the former City of Toronto. 

Over 30% of high-density land sales (20 transactions) are for projects of 10-storeys or below. These 
properties traded for $212 per-buildable-sf on average, with an estimated overall average revenue of 
$1,135 psf, for a land-to-revenue ratio of 19%. 

Nearly one-quarter of the land sales were for properties that could support a tower of 10-19 storeys. 
These lands were sold at about $174 pbsf on average over the 15 month period, with a land-to-
revenue ratio of 15%. Lands with towers proposed/estimated to be 30-39 storeys were sold at the 
lowest price ($114 per-buildable-sf), with a land-to-revenue ratio of 10%. 
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Sample Transactions & Project 
Updates
880 Eastern Avenue & 80 Knox Avenue
880EA Corp purchased 80 Knox Avenue and 880 Eastern Avenue in Leslieville in February 2020. 
The two property assembly is 0.67 acres, and was acquired for an aggregate price of $18.1 million. 

At the end of Q1-2020, no development application had been submitted for the site, and Ratio.City 
prepared a 3D massing of a potential apartment that would fit the lands in question. The building 
envisioned is 12-storeys with approximately 132,400 sf of GFA and 180 residential units. Based on 
the building proposed below, the land value is $137 per-buildable-sf. 

Batory Management was more conservative, envisioning a 10-storey building with about 110,000 sf 
of GFA. Under this development concept, the land price works out to $164 pbsf. 
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176-178 Front Street & 33 Sherbourne Street
Menkes Developments and Core Developments purchased 176-178 Front Street East in November 
of 2018 for $12.05 million. No development application had been submitted at that time and Batory 
Management estimated that a 12-storey building with about 50,000 sf would be appropriate for the 
site - this was much too conservative in retrospect, and resulted in an elevated land value of $243 
per-buildable-sf.

However, the 
development team 
expanded the assembly 
to include 33 Sherbourne 
Street. This 2nd property 
closed in January 2020 
for $28 million.

Prior to the closing in 
September 2019, a Site 
Plan Approval application 
was submitted to permit 
a 37-storey building with 
439 residential units. 
The development team 
is seeking approvals 
for 336,674 sf of GFA. 
With the combined land 
price of $40.05 million, 
the blended land price is 
$119 pbsf. 
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105 Sheppard Avenue East & 24-26 Leona Drive
In February and March of 2020, Leona Sheppard Inc. purchased 105 Sheppard Avenue East, as 
well as 24 and 26 Leona Drive in the North York City Centre area. The 0.36 acre assembly was 
purchased for $7.25 million in total. 

No development application was submitted at the time of publication of this report, and Ratio.City 
prepared a massing of an apartment that is appropriate for the lands. The building would be 8-storey 
with just under 60,000 sf of GFA and 81 residential units. Based on this mock-up, the land price per-
buildable-sf is $121 pbsf. 

Batory’s concept calls for a 10-storey building with 55,000 sf of GFA, which works out to a land price 
of $132 per-buildable-sf. 
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125 George Street & 231 Richmond Street East 
In January of 2019, Richmond - George Limited 
purchased this nearly half-acre development site 
for $35 million. At the time of the sale, there was 
no development application for the property and 
it was estimated by Batory Management that a 
15-storey apartment with approximately 164,000 
sf of GFA was appropriate for the site, which 
results in a land price of $214 per-buildable-sf.

In February of 2020, an Official Plan and Zoning 
By-law amendment application was submitted to 
facilitate a much larger development: a 39-storey 
mixed-use building, which will incorporate the 
façade of 125 George Street and the retention 
of the existing 3-storey office building at 109 
George Street (41,140 sf). The proposed 
development includes retail uses at grade, 
office uses on the 2nd through 4th floors, and a 
residential tower above, with 520 dwelling units.

The assembly includes 109 to 125 George Street and 231 Richmond Street East in this expanded 
0.91 acre site. However, the development primarily occurs on the January 2019-purchased lands, 
with only the tower balconies above the retained 109 George Street. Therefore the proposed 351,144 
sf of GFA results in a revised land price of $100 per-buildable-sf. 

9-25 Dawes Road
In March of 2018, 25 Dawes Road sold for 
$8.5 million. In October of 2018, 9 Dawes 
Road was purchased for $10.78 million. In 
July of 2019, a development application was 
submitted at 9-25 Dawes Road for two towers 
of 24 and 30-storeys and 512,642 sf on this 
1.24 acre site. The combined property sold 
for $19.28 million or $38 per-buildable-sf.

In March of 2020, Minto (Dawes) GP Inc. 
purchased this assembled site for $47 million 
in March of 2020, which translates into a land 
price of $92 pbsf.
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888 Dupont Street
In February of 2018, 888 DS Corp.purchased 
888 Dupont Street for $15.3 million. The 0.62 
acre site at the northeast corner of Ossington 
Avenue traded without an active development 
application. Batory Management estimated that 
an 8-storey apartment with 80,000 sf of GFA 
was appropriate for the site, which translates 
to a per-buildable-sf land price of $190. Ratio.
City also assessed the land and determined that 
an 8-storey building with 92,000 sf of GFA was 
appropriate for the site ($166 pbsf). 

In October 2019, an Official Plan and By-law 
Amendment application was submitted that 
proposed a 13-storey mixed-use building 
comprising 99 residential live-work units, 
of which 13 are proposed to be affordable 
dwelling units. The development team is 
seeking approval for 180,000 sf of GFA, of 
which 102,000 sf will be for residential uses, with 
the remainder split between retail, office, and 
industrial. The revised land price is $85 per-
buildable-sf.

5800 Yonge Street
In April of 2018, Times 5800 Inc. paid $122.2 
million for the 8.1 acre development site at 
5800 Yonge Street in the North York City Centre 
area. According to a press release at the time, 
the developer expected to build 1.25 million 
square feet of GFA at the site, translating into a 
per-buildable-sf land price of $98. 

In January 2020, official plan, rezoning and 
subdivision applications were submitted. The 
development team is proposing four towers up 
to 44-storeys with 1,496 units and a total GFA 
of 1,267,817 sf. The revised land price is now 
$96 pbsf. 
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33 Avenue Road & 140 Yorkville Avenue
In July of 2019, 140 Yorkville Corporation paid 
$170.7 million for 33 Avenue Road and 140 
Yorkville Avenue. At the time, the development 
team was proposing just under 300,000 sf of 
GFA in a 29-storey building, which resulted in 
a per-buildable-sf land price of $570, likely the 
highest price ever paid for development land in 
the GTA. 

The latest plan for the site calls for a 29-storey 
building with 100 units and 315,612 sf of total 
GFA, lowering the land price to $541 pbsf. 

4208-4212 Kingston
4208 and 4212 Kingston Road in Scarborough 
sold for $8.6 million in Q2-2019, but was not 
included in the Land Insight Report because 
it was assumed the purchaser was going to 
pursue townhouses at the site. At the time of the 
purchase, a development application proposing 
120,000 sf of GFA and 117 stacked townhouses 
was on the books ($72 per-buildable-sf). 

The owner, 2685941 
Ontario Inc. recently 
submitted an application 
for a 12-storey building 
with about 210,000 sf of 
GFA, and 304 units. The 
updated land price is $41 
per-buildable-sf. 
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Final Thoughts
Just as the first quarter came to an end, the 
entire country was put on lockdown due to 
the COVID-19 outbreak, and developers’ 
outlook on the high-density land market has 
started to shift. 

A couple developers indicated to Bullpen 
that they dropped sites they had tied up 
once the seriousness of the pandemic 
became known, while others have continued 
to seek the services of Bullpen as they 
look to secure financing for their new 
acquisitions, and program the unit mix and 
sizes for these sites. Batory is also currently 
working with clients that have extended 
their due diligence periods in response 
to the current climate under COVID-19. It 
has been expressed frequently within the 
development community that this health 
crisis is temporary, and won’t impact their 
long-term planning of their residential 
apartment projects, just the short-term 
decision making. 

That said, the expectation is for fewer 
transactions in 2020 as the industry 
takes a cautiously optimistic approach 
to acquisitions, and lenders tighten their 
underwriting standards and focus on their 
best clients only. 

The decline in average land prices in the 
first quarter was a reflection of the lack 
of transaction for “A” quality properties, 
as well as fewer properties trading hands 
with development approvals in place, not 
necessarily a reflection of less demand and 
lower land values. 

Moving forward it will be harder for 
developers to interpret the new condo 
market, as fewer projects start their sales 
program, and new launches are the best 
benchmark for pricing. Secondly, many 
existing projects with significant sales 
in place will hold and wait out the virus, 
while other sites that still need sales to 
qualify for construction financing will likely 
offer incentives like extended deposit 
structures, capped development charges, 
rental guarantees and other bonuses to 
attract buyers. These incentives are hard to 
quantify in dollar terms, making it difficult to 
assess the potential revenue a comparable 
site could achieve. 

A flattening of the new condo price curve is 
expected, along with a decline in rental rates 
in the short term. These two occurrences will 
likely scare off some investors in the summer 
and fall of 2020, which impacts absorption 
this year, but will ultimately influence how a 
developer looks at a proposed site from a 
total GFA perspective. 

It is still too early to determine whether the 
COVID-19 crisis will have a huge long-term 
negative impact on the new apartment 
market, but land sales are a lagging 
indicator. Bullpen will look at leading 
indicators like resale housing activity, rental 
rates, and new condo sales to monitor end-
user and investor confidence. The April and 
May data will provide some guidance on the 
future of the market in the GTA. 
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AVAILABLE RENDERINGS FOR ZONING SUBMITTED OR ZONING APPROVED SITES

197 Woodbridge - Woodbridge

39 Newcastle - Mimico

175 Wynford - Don Mills 33 Sherbourne - Downtown East

2970 Lake Shore - Long Branch

5509 Dundas - Six Points

129 Vaughan - Forest Hill
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AVAILABLE RENDERINGS FOR ZONING SUBMITTED OR ZONING APPROVED SITES

45 Agnes - Cooksville

1375 Queen - Parkdale

1085 Clearview - Aldershot 130 Thompson - Milton

4097 Lawrence - Guildwood

719 Sheppard - Downsview 1285 Finch - Downsview
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Disclaimer

The material within this document provides an opinion on land use planning and market-related matters. The individual land use as-
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regulatory framework.
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